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Abstract 

This whitepaper outlines the best practices for implementing an extensible, scalable, 

and resilient communication architecture for the next generation of vehicles on Amazon 

Web Service (AWS). The existing vehicle architecture and communication mechanisms 

used to control vehicles remotely are reliant on technologies designed for other 

purposes and therefore not designed for the utmost reliability and efficiencies. With 

platforms available that support many-to-many MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 

communication, which is also highly available and scalable, now is the time to start 

designing the next generation of vehicle communication architectures around a 

publish/subscribe mechanism. 
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Introduction 

The automotive industry is seeing a shift in the way consumers interact with their 

vehicles. This change is driving the growth of the connected car global market, which is 

projected to reach $225 billion by 2027. AWS is recognized as the number one 

connected car platform globally by ABI Research and as such, AWS is leading the next 

generation of designs that support the demands of the industry. We are seeing shifts in 

available use cases as automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and tier 1 

suppliers begin to adopt these technologies for vehicle use. These adaptations are 

influencing the following: 

• The consumer’s connected experience, both in and out of the vehicle 

• Car-sharing/ride sharing services, enabling a new mobility vertical 

• Autonomous enhancements 

• Fleet management  

In the automotive industry today, we see OEMs pushing for more revenue streams by 

adding remote services to some vehicle trims. The addition of these services allows for 

convenient monitoring of the vehicle from a smart phone, remote commands such as 

vehicle start or door unlock, and communication with roadside assistance and 

emergency services. Unfortunately, many of these services are built using the tools that 

were available at the time, such as short message service (SMS) and Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol (HTTP), instead of designing technology for the connected car use 

case. The scope of this whitepaper is to present the changes in the industry and the 

opportunities that exist around the advancement in cellular connectivity, not to 

recommend a specific technology or module. 

Most connected vehicle use cases are dependent on the vehicle being on and 

connected to a cellular connection provided by the local Mobile Network Operator 

(MNO). In most cases for remote services, the vehicle would be considered off and 

therefore lacking connectivity to receive commands from the cloud platform. With SMS 

shoulder-tap can wake the device as needed, so the cellular modem can go into a low-

power mode and only respond when an SMS is sent from a backend platform. This 

SMS message is solely designed to wake up the telematic control unit (TCU) to indicate 

a remote command is waiting.  

The TCU contains the vehicle’s embedded modem that wirelessly connects the vehicle 

to cloud services. The SMS message is a fire-and-forget and prone to being 

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/connected-car-market
https://www.abiresearch.com/press/amazon-ranks-number-one-in-abi-researchs-connected-car-cloud-platform-competitive-assessment-followed-by-microsoft-and-harman/
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undeliverable, depending on the cellular coverage of the vehicle, which impacts the user 

experience. Additionally, HTTP is utilized to push telemetry data to the backend, which 

adds a lot of overhead because of its nature as request/response protocol. HTTP also 

additionally relies on a consistent network connection. This leads high utilization of the 

vehicle’s limited bandwidth, especially in scenarios where smaller messages have to be 

delivered at high frequencies. 

The next generation of vehicles will demand a better user experience, especially from a 

safety and security point of view. The answer to this communication challenge is AWS 

IoT Core using the MQTT protocol.  

https://aws.amazon.com/iot-core/
https://aws.amazon.com/iot-core/
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Challenges with connected vehicle platforms 

The customer experience is paramount and when it comes to digital technologies, 

customers expect a fast and responsive user experience. There are some challenges 

within the automotive industry that must be overcome to ensure this desired experience 

is met, including: 

Scalability – Massive scalability is required for millions of devices and the billions of 

messages streamed from vehicles during peak usage. For vehicles, peak usage occurs 

during morning and evening hours, with large periods of limited activity late at night. The 

platform should be elastic, allowing for expansion and contraction as demand varies. 

This elasticity necessitates a pay-as-you-go model, instead of the compute being scaled 

for peak usage. 

Low Latency Networks – Customers expect an instant experience when it comes to 

data exchange, but having an inconsistent network experience in a moving vehicle can 

create a poor user experience. 

Unreliable Networks – As vehicles connect to a cellular network, and move along their 

journey, network coverage varies. Drops from the network need to be managed by a 

platform to ensure messages are delivered as required. 

Instantaneous Bidirectional communication – To ensure the vehicle can move data 

to the cloud and receive a message below 1 second is key to the user’s experience of 

interacting with the vehicle’s systems, for example, unlocking the door or starting the 

vehicle if a key has been misplaced. The request/response construct works for a single 

direction, but is not suitable for downstream and upstream communication. 

AWS value proposition for OEMs 

As the connected vehicle market grows in size, OEMs need a partner in the cloud space 

with experience and a global infrastructure. As a pioneer in cloud computing, AWS 

brings experience and economies of scale along with $45 billion in revenue in 20201. 

AWS is the largest global cloud infrastructure company providing 200+ cloud services 

with over 80 Availability Zones (AZ) in 25 regions of the world2, and that number keeps 

growing. 

The AWS Partner Network (APN) is global community that utilizes AWS to build 

services for customers. In conjunction, AWS helps these Partners by engaging with 

marketing support, business development, and technical expertise. More than 90% of 

https://aws.amazon.com/partners/
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Fortune 100 companies and the majority of Fortune 500 companies use AWS Partner 

solutions and services3. These partners can help OEMs from the start of their cloud 

journey to in-depth service expertise on artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning 

(ML). 

AWS offers a flexible pay-as-you-go approach for pricing for over 160 of its offered 

services. For the automotive industry, this is a key offering as the industry has an elastic 

demand for its connected services. This flexibility helps meet the needs of the 

connected vehicle which has peak usage during morning and evening rush hours and 

AWS can help the platform scale appropriately to meet demands and scale to lower 

rates when the demand is minimal. This provides the flexibility for OEMs to right-size 

their capacity to meet peak usage and not be burdened with the overhead of peak scale 

and is a value add for the industry. This cost optimization of serverless compute 

increases agility, provides additional flexibility to scale, and can lower costs by 70-80 

percent. 

AWS auto customers include: Audi, BMW, Continental, Denso, Elektrobit, Honda, Kia, 

Lyft, Mazda, Mobileye, Momenta, Panasonic, Renault, Scania, Tata, Toyota, TuSimple, 

Uber, Volvo Group, WeRide, VW, WirelessCar and many more 4. 

AWS IoT Core and automotive 

As we see these trends in the automotive industry away from on-premise, static, capital 

expenditures to cloud-side platforms, we also see a trend of moving away from 

provisioned infrastructure towards serverless compute. 

Data ingestion and processing of vehicle telemetry data at scale requires a very heavy 

lift for the OEMs, especially when handling peak processing for a short period of time. 

For newer connected vehicles, 100 data sensors in the vehicle can generate 25 GBs of 

data per hour, with only a fraction of that being published to the connected car platform. 

If an OEM produces one million vehicles a year, and during peak usage 60% of these 

vehicles on the road at the same time, the OEM will need to scale their platform to 

ingest a significant amount of data per vehicle, and this will only grow as use cases 

increase. When delivered as a distributed platform, AWS IoT Core scales as your 

device fleet grows, and will also scale as your data ingestion increases.  

When discussing the serverless aspect of IoT Core, there are other benefits to the 

automotive use case that should be mentioned: 

https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/case-studies/bmw/
https://www.continental.com/en/press/press-releases/20210415-continental-and-amazon-web-services-251210
https://d2908q01vomqb2.cloudfront.net/c5b76da3e608d34edb07244cd9b875ee86906328/2020/01/28/AWS-_Solution-Brief_Denso-FinalFinal.pdf
https://www.statista.com/chart/8018/connected-car-data-generation/
https://www.statista.com/chart/8018/connected-car-data-generation/
https://www.statista.com/outlook/mmo/passenger-cars/worldwide#technical-specifications
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• Using AWS IoT Core can reduce your operational overhead as the OEM does 

not need to worry about provisioning infrastructure, cluster management, right-

sizing, administrational functions, or OS security. 

• With proper resource allocation and elastic infrastructure, the OEM doesn’t have 

to worry about capacity planning effort as their fleet or customer use cases 

change over time. 

• The pay-as-you-go model allows an OEM to model out the cost of their service to 

ensure it meets the standards set by the finance department. 

In addition to the serverless aspect of the IoT Core platform, there are several other 

advantages. 

Security - Cloud security at AWS is the highest priority. Our customers benefit from a 

data center and network architecture that is purpose-built to meet the requirements of 

the most security-sensitive organizations. The shared responsibility between AWS and 

the customer regarding security, relieves the customer’s operational burden. AWS will 

manage security and compliance from the host operating system to the physical 

security of the facility, while the customer owns the security of the guest operating 

system, security group configuration, and application software. This is referred to as the 

AWS Shared Responsibility Model. Each connected device or client must have a unique 

identity in order to interact with AWS IoT. All traffic to and from AWS IoT is sent 

securely over Transport Layer Security (TLS). AWS Cloud security mechanisms protect 

data as it moves between AWS IoT and other AWS services. 

Provisioning - AWS provides several different ways to provision your vehicle’s 

connectivity devices to IoT Core and to make it possible for the device manufacturer to 

install unique X.509 certificates on the device. With this flexibility, OEMs can pick the 

best method for their specific use cases; whether the production certificate is installed 

during the manufacturing process or installed later, such as the first time the device tries 

to connect. With AWS Device Defender you can automatically detect, generate, and 

rotate expiring certificates. 

OTA and the Edge - The IoT Jobs service provides a way for the OEM to securely 

update the vehicle software over the air (OTA). The binaries are signed in the cloud to 

ensure integrity in transit to the vehicle so that the device agent can verify the signature 

against a known code-signing certificate. The agent on the vehicle connects to the Jobs 

service via MQTT or HTTPs each time it boots to check if there is a software update 

scheduled. The job execution state is updated by the device agent to ensure the 

installation is successful. 

https://aws.amazon.com/compliance/shared-responsibility-model/
https://aws.amazon.com/iot-device-defender/
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Device shadows and automotive 

The AWS IoT Device Shadow is a key feature set for AWS IoT remote command and 

control. The device shadow makes it possible for the developer to decouple the 

companion application and the vehicle architecture, passing messages between the two 

systems using JSON documents. A vehicle’s shadow document is stored in AWS Cloud 

to persist the current state for the vehicle. 

With the device shadow, applications can interact with the vehicles even when they are 

not connected.  This provides the following features: 

• Cloud representation of vehicle state 

• Last known state query for offline vehicles 

• Real-time vehicle state changes 

• Command and control via a change in state 

The state of the vehicle is persisted in the cloud and completely customizable to fit the 

OEM’s trackable attributes. For example, if the window’s state (up/down) can be 

remotely controlled via the companion application for a specific trim of a vehicle, but not 

for other trims, the windows attribute can be removed from the JSON shadow definition 

document for the trims that do not support that feature. This allows for complete 

flexibility as the OEM builds its state mechanism. 

The basic flow of IoT Core Device Shadows is this: 

1. Vehicle publishes the current state 

2. IoT Core persists the shadow to JSON data store 

3. Companion application requests the vehicle’s current state 

4. Companion application requests a change to the state (e.g., vehicle on) 

5. Vehicle shadow syncs the updated state from the delta topic 

6. Vehicle publishes current state 

7. Vehicle shadow confirms the state change 

The shadow reports the desired, reported and delta states, along with the metadata, 

timestamp and version. This enables the developer to set the desired state of the 

vehicle and get the latest reported state of the vehicle in the companion application so 

the two stay in sync and actions can be taken based on that current state. This is a key 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/iot/latest/developerguide/iot-device-shadows.html
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feature for implementing customer friendly companion applications, to ensure the 

application stays in-sync with the vehicle state attributes. 

AWS IoT supports MQTT and REST API over HTTPS to interact with vehicle shadows. 

There is a set of reserved MQTT topics based on the unique identifier of the device, 

also known, in AWS IoT Core as a thing name for MQTT publish and subscribe options. 

For the automotive use case, typically the vehicle implements the shadow construct and 

reports changes in vehicle state to the shadow and the companion application responds 

to the desired state change. The vehicle will typically go offline when the ignition is off, 

unless a requested change to the desired state occurs, in which case the vehicle would 

connect and subscribe the delta topic to make the desired change. 

For OEMs, device shadows remove the burden of keeping device state in sync and 

allow for a multitude of use cases to manage vehicle attributes in the cloud. For a 

majority of the vehicle lifespan the TCU is disconnected from its cloud provider, 

therefore its critical to provide a mechanism to persist the state of the vehicle in the 

cloud for the customer to interact with. With device shadows, developers can keep 

vehicle command parameters in sync with the companion application, providing a 

seamless experience for the customer. The next section dives deeper into designing the 

best shadow solution for vehicle manufacturers. 

Managing shadows in automotive companion 

applications 

With AWS IoT Core as a distributed broker supporting billions of devices, having QoS 2 

for messaging would cause an extreme amount of overhead, cost, and speed. For the 

majority of implementations, utilizing device shadows will successfully handle most use 

cases of maintaining the state of the vehicle, and reduce the need for QoS 2. This 

section demonstrates some best practices for utilizing the shadow through the OEM’s 

companion app, which manages the remote functions of the vehicle, such as remote 

start or unlock, or a digital key scenario. 

Note: The authentication mechanism and security policies for the 
companion application to publish or subscribe to vehicle specific topics, 
are outside the scope of this whitepaper, but utilizing Amazon Cognito 
Federated Identities through Cognito User Pools with associated AWS IoT 
security policies would be the recommended approach. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cognitoidentity/latest/APIReference/Welcome.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cognitoidentity/latest/APIReference/Welcome.html
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The following example uses AWS IoT Device Shadow service’s REST API to interact 

with shadows. Unlike vehicle communication with the shadow, which uses a 

publish/subscribe communication methodology, this uses the request/response model 

of the REST API. This might not be the best method for your implementation, depending 

on how you want to implement your solution. If you need to receive real-time 

notifications or updates from the device as they occur, you might need to modify your 

approach to consider using MQTT. Alternatively, as always, consideration for a hybrid 

approach might be a possibility. For example, if the vehicle has connectivity and is 

actively subscribed to AWS IoT Core, it might be the best approach to subscribe to the 

shadow reported/accepted topics to receive state changes immediately, rather than 

polling for an update.  

 

 

Mobile user logs into OEM Companion Application and retrieves the vehicle state from the 

shadow 

This will return the existing reported state of the attributes of the vehicle and should be 

represented in the UI. 

At the time of publication, depending on the connectivity and TCU implementation, a 

process could be started to send packets to the device to wake it up from LTE CAT-M1 

extended discontinuous reception (eDRX) using compute and have it connect to AWS 

IoT Core and subscribe to its shadows delta topic. There are several new cellular 
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technologies now available that vehicle manufacturers can implement to solve for this 

problem of long-term persistent sessions to the broker. 

 

Vehicle wakes up from a packet and connects to AWS IoT Core and subscribes to its shadow 

 

In addition to getting the current shadow and subscribing to the delta topic to listen for 

desired state changes, the device could also include a connected property in the 

shadow document to maintain the connected state of the vehicle. This would allow more 

extensibility, as use cases grow in complexity, to know if the vehicle is connected to IoT 

Core or if it is in a disconnected state. This process would need to implement an MQTT 

Last Will and Testament (LWT) message to update the device shadow and modify the 

connected property if a vehicle has been disconnected due to poor connectivity. 

After the user logs in and sees the doors are unlocked, they send a remote command to 

the shadow modifying the desired state of the passenger_door attribute to LOCK. At 

this time a message is published to the accepted topic indicating the change has been 

accepted, though the following image only documents the delta topic which the vehicle 

is subscribed to. 
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Customer locks the passenger door through the companion app and the vehicle acts on the 

message from the delta topic 

Then, the vehicle attempts to lock the passenger door and, if successful, it will update 

the shadow using MQTT to the reported state of LOCK. If the application is also 

subscribed to the topic, it can immediately update the UI to indicate a successful door 

locking remote operation. 

This should enable the end user to start implementing AWS IoT Device Shadows for 

their vehicle’s companion application. 

Remote commands and MQTT 

One of the challenges automakers face is bidirectional communication with vehicles 

when the vehicle is not running. The ability to remote start, utilize a shared digital key, 

and a find-your-car feature are differentiated value adds to the customer experience in 

the next generation of vehicles. This is a difficult use case to accomplish for developers 

when there is no connectivity to the cloud platform from the vehicle to send a command. 

Currently, to implement remote commands to the vehicle most OEMs employ a 

shoulder tap architecture, where sending an SMS message to the device wakes it up 

and have it check the command queue for processing. The mobile terminated (MT-
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SMS) that initiates the internet protocol (IP) data session is supported by current LTE 

modems that is a low-power or sleep mode which reduces the drain on the battery, but 

comes at a cost for reliability and speed. 

SMS is generally a reliable mechanism for exchanging messages, but can be 

troublesome if the cellular connectivity is reduced and without the ability to ACK the 

receipt of the SMS, produces a poor customer experience, especially in the unlock door 

use case. Customers have reported anywhere from 10-35 seconds for a remote 

command initiated by SMS to complete the end-to-end flow from companion application, 

to the cloud, to the vehicle, and to report success back to the customer. 

With the evolution of cellular technologies this problem becomes less ubiquitous and the 

OEM can modify the protocols used to receive the remote commands. With LTE Cat M1 

or Cat 1 and extended discontinuous reception (eDRX) the device gains the ability in 

the vehicle to consume up to 10x less battery, a 50% reduction in module cost as 

compared to Cat 4 devices, and a lower MHz channel that allows for better penetration 

into parking garages. 

A design pattern for this type of implementation would be waking up the device using an 

IP, netcat for example, command to listen to a specific port for either TCP or UDP 

traffic. The initiation of this process could be started if the end customer was logged into 

their companion app for the vehicle. Having the vehicle connected to the broker only 

while using the mobile application would mean a remote command could be initiated 

instantaneously, without the need for a shoulder tap. Once this traffic is detected on the 

port the device then connects to the AWS IoT Core delta shadow topic to receive the 

desired shadow state of an attribute for the vehicle, for example door: “unlock”. This 

enables the desired sub 1 second low latency for communication with the vehicle and 

contributes to the customer’s experience when interacting with the vehicle from their 

mobile application. 
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Implementation for communication with vehicle that is not running 

 

Initiating the MQTT connection to AWS IoT Core on authentication to the vehicle’s 

companion mobile application (only if the vehicle is not running), reduces the length of 

time the vehicle needs to be connected to the platform therefore saving on connectivity 

costs and battery consumption. 

Streaming telemetry data 

When designing a next generation vehicle architecture, having a deep understanding of 

the data that is coming off the vehicle is key to keeping costs low for the vehicle 

manufacturers and in turn, their customers. For vehicles that are generating an 

enormous amount of data when the vehicle is in motion (for example latitude, longitude, 

heading, hard braking, acceleration, and hard corner), OEMs need to architect the 

platform for a stream of telemetry data assuming a consistent connection to the 

platforms cloud infrastructure is available. In early iterations of data management from 

vehicles, the payload was small and at larger intervals to keep data costs low for the 

OEM. In the next generation of vehicles, with expansive amounts of data coming from 

the vehicle, there are multiple verticals that would want to access the vehicle’s data, 

including insurance, municipalities, and content providers. With OEMs monetizing the 

vehicle data, managing the balance between cost, customer experience, and revenue 

realized will be the key value proposition. 

When determining the backend architecture for your vehicle’s payload, there are a few 

key concepts to keep in mind, namely size and frequency. AWS IoT Core limits the size 

of a single message payload to 128KB. If the payload from the vehicle is larger than 

128KB, or the data needs to be sent at a high frequency, the recommended option is 
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Amazon Kinesis Data Streams. When ingesting low-volume (frequency) data, from the 

vehicle, the recommended approach is to communicate with AWS IoT Core using the 

MQTT protocol. 

The OEM could also operate a hybrid approach to ingestion, there might only need to 

be certain periods of time when a high-frequency telemetry stream from the vehicle 

needs to be pushed, such as when operating in an autonomous mode, this way they 

can optimize their cost savings while maximizing the data monetization for the most 

valuable data attributes from the vehicle. 

The majority of telemetry data is time-series data. To maximize the value of this data, 

processing and visualization of this data is a key capability needed to create valuable 

insights and build new solutions to support those insights. 

Time series data differs from traditional vehicle sensor data in that it’s used to perform 

queries in time windows across differing time frames. The data is continuously ingested 

at high rates from the vehicle. Amazon Timestream is a purpose-built, fast, scalable 

time series database that makes it easy to analyze trillions of events per day. It enables 

the OEM to query data using rolling time windows, has the ability to cope with missing 

data, and can easily integrate into other downstream service process pipelines for 

business intelligence (BI) and machine learning (ML). 

A recommended design pattern for a persistence mechanism for time series telemetry is 

Amazon Timestream. There are two recommended ingestion paths for Amazon 

Timestream for vehicular telemetry. The first would be via streaming data into Kinesis 

Data Streams from the vehicle and from there the telemetry would be written directly to 

Timestream via AWS Lambda. The second path, via IoT Core and a rule action to write 

the data to Timestream, can be set up in a few easy steps. The in-vehicle telemetry 

platform can write directly to Kinesis Data Streams without an edge AWS component, 

OEMs will need to implement mechanisms to handle limited connectivity and buffering 

before publishing data to AWS IoT Core. 

When designing the next generation vehicle cloud platform, the key takeaway from this 

section is to understand that not all data belongs on AWS IoT Core MQTT broker and 

architects need to keep in mind making their platform scalable and flexible to fit all use 

cases while ingesting data from the edge. 

https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/
https://aws.amazon.com/timestream/
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Reference Architecture for hybrid telemetry approach for communication and data storage 

MQTT specification support 

MQTT is a lightweight messaging protocol that is designed to work within constrained 

devices, keeping overhead low while publishing messages and receiving messages 

while subscribed to topics. AWS IoT Core support for MQTT is based on the MQTT 

v3.1.1 specification with a few minor differences to provide the scale necessary to 

support billions of devices. One of the main differences is that AWS IoT supports MQTT 

quality of services (QoS) levels 0 and 1 only. First an explanation of the service levels 

for MQTT: 

• At most once (0) 

• At least once (1) 

• Exactly once (2) 

When discussing QoS in MQTT, both sides of message delivery define a QoS; 

message delivery from the publishing client to the broker, and delivery from the broker 

to the subscriber. The device software and cloud infrastructure must handle the 

possibility that data duplication or out-of-order data could occur. This can be handled 

using timestamps, data de-duplication, or utilizing the AWS IoT Device Shadow 

service. In the automotive space, there are very few examples where a duplicate 

message could cause an issue, and they can usually be handled utilizing timestamps 

and the device shadow. 
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When designing a next generation platform for vehicles using AWS IoT, the designers 

need to take into account which QoS is used for each action. 

When publishing telemetry data to a topic every five seconds, the best QoS to use is 

QoS 0 at most once. This is the fastest, lowest bandwidth method of delivery for the 

payload, without a guarantee of delivery. Since the GPS coordinates and the speed are 

sent every few seconds with telemetry, it is okay if a message is dropped occasionally, 

as the benefits in speed and bandwidth outweigh the loss of a message. 

Interaction with the vehicle’s state using the device shadow, is implemented using QoS 

1. This enables the sender of the command to get a PUBACK packet from the receiver 

to ensure the shadow topic did indeed receive the command to unlock the door. The 

QoS 1 will guarantee delivery for a message, but with the device shadow 

implementation that AWS IoT Core delivers (persisting the data into a reported and 

desired state) having QoS on the message is not as important when implementing 

MQTT as a standalone protocol. In a following section, we will discuss the 

recommended design patterns for using device shadows in the vehicle’s companion 

application that should alleviate the need to ever have QoS 2 while using AWS IoT Core 

in an automotive use case. 

Supporting MQTT 5 capabilities with AWS 

design patterns 

As of July 2018, the MQTT specification was enhanced to MQTT 5 with several new 

features beneficial to the connected car use case. Several of the features were meant to 

provide performance and scalability enhancements for the protocol, without introducing 

unnecessary complexities. Among the functional objectives were to: 

• Formalize common MQTT patterns for request and response and capability 

discovery 

• Extensibility of the payload including user properties, payload format and content 

type 

• Persistent session enhancements with Message Expiry Interval 

The request/response pattern is commonly used in web applications to acknowledge 

the request has been successfully processed. MQTT uses a publish and subscribe 

pattern where direct communication is lacking between the sending client and the 

destination client.  This pattern can prove difficult when providing that acknowledgement 
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to the sending client. In MQTT 5, the client can specify a response topic in the publish 

message in which it allows the client to receive an acknowledgement that the payload 

was received on the response topic. To ensure the sender knows what message the 

response refers to there is a shared piece of correlation data that is also sent with the 

published message. This allows complete end-to-end acknowledgement of the request 

for the client by subscribing to the response topic and identifying the request ID as 

correlation data. 

There are several ways to implement this pattern using IoT Core in an automotive use 

case. If the client needs some acknowledgement of the request, and a way to correlate 

the data to downstream platforms, one way would be to use a combination of Device 

Shadow, Amazon DynamoDB, and AWS AppSync. Each shadow operation has two 

dedicated topics for success and failure responses:  

$some/reserved/topic/operationA/accepted 

$some/reserved/topic/operationB/rejected 

If the shadow request was received and accepted, then the request can be 

acknowledged and this creates the necessary request/response pattern for developers 

to implement. Adding the shadow state to a Lambda to store it in DynamoDB would 

provide the opportunity to associate correlation data with that request for a persisted 

state. Then for a fan out design with numerous subscribers to that accepted topic, AWS 

AppSync could be implemented to automatically update the new value to all 

downstream applications. 

 

Implementing a request/response pattern for MQTT using AWS services 

https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb/?trk=ps_a134p000004f2afAAA&trkCampaign=acq_paid_search_brand&sc_channel=PS&sc_campaign=acquisition_US&sc_publisher=Google&sc_category=Database&sc_country=US&sc_geo=NAMER&sc_outcome=acq&sc_detail=amazon%20dynamodb&sc_content=DynamoDB_e&sc_matchtype=e&sc_segment=536393513269&sc_medium=ACQ-P|PS-GO|Brand|Desktop|SU|Database|DynamoDB|US|EN|Text&s_kwcid=AL!4422!3!536393513269!e!!g!!amazon%20dynamodb&ef_id=EAIaIQobChMIsPbb1dGG8wIVz_rICh3KXw1DEAAYASAAEgKWwvD_BwE:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!4422!3!536393513269!e!!g!!amazon%20dynamodb
https://aws.amazon.com/appsync/
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In MQTT 5 specification, user properties are basic key-value pairs that can be 

appended to almost all MQTT packets, as long as you do not exceed the maximum 

message size. The developer can use an almost unlimited number of user properties, 

enhancing the packet with specific metadata, normally about the sender of the packet 

for downstream systems. For automakers, having the vehicle identification number 

(VIN) as a user property to be enable efficient packet routing based on that VIN, is 

usually a desired feature. In addition, sending data in the header, rather than a 

serialized data format, such as Protobuf, the broker can route messages without 

decrypting the packet, allowing for a much more efficient application-level routing. 

In AWS IoT Core, the ability to define dynamic topic spaces, allows for the user 

properties to be contained in the topic structure, rather than in the actual header of the 

payload. This creates the ability for the broker to set up rules based on the identity of 

the vehicle and allows for routing of the message without having to deserialize the 

payload. In addition, with wildcard topic headers, the developer could add an 

application-level timestamp to the message, creating additional routing capabilities 

based on that timestamp. For instance, the broker can use an IoT Rule to determine the 

validity period of the message and make the determination whether or not to act on that 

message based on the timestamp in the topic.  

 

An example of using dynamic topics as user properties is as follows: 

dt/<application>/<context>/<thing-name>/<dt-type> 

Where dt refers to a set prefix for the type of the message, in this case data. AWS IoT 

recommends referring to the application and context to define application attributes 

such as a device hardware version or another internal identifier for the application 

context. For most automotive use cases, this will be the package name of the 

companion application, or the internal code name of the vehicle and trim level. The 

context could provide a specific trim level of the vehicle or other metadata that could 

be used to route payloads. The thing-name would be the VIN, as each vehicle will 

have its own topic structure. With dt-type, this would be an optional component but 

could easy refer to a subcomponent of the vehicle, such as a specific ECU in the 

vehicle or the vehicle’s accelerometer. All of these topics create a context that is 

extremely similar to the user properties concept in MQTT 5 and can replicate the 

functionality that is demonstrated in the latest specification. 
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The final MQTT 5 enhancement that is implemented in many connected vehicles use 

cases is Message Expiry. In MQTT, if a message is sent with QoS 1, and the device 

connects with persistent sessions, all messages are stored on the topic until the device 

reconnects to the broker. This scenario can create unnecessary traffic if the vehicle has 

limited or no connectivity for a long period of time. For example, if a vehicle is parked in 

an airport parking garage for several days, sending traffic information to its navigation 

topic would be persisted in the topic until the vehicle reestablished connectivity to the 

broker. All messages in the navigation topic would then be downloaded to the vehicle, 

generating unnecessary bandwidth for data that is outdated and incurring a large cost to 

the OEM. With Message Expiry functionality in MQTT 5, these messages can be 

delivered with an expiration time, so that the messages are removed from the broker if 

the expiration time is reached. 

With AWS IoT Lifecycle events, there are several methods the backend platforms can 

use to ensure, in the previous example, that navigational or traffic data is not sent to the 

vehicle’s topic unless the vehicle is currently connected and subscribed to that topic. 

This would prevent the extraneous traffic payloads queuing in offline topics, only to be 

delivered upon connection. AWS IoT Lifecycle events will provide connect/disconnect 

events to a reserved topic based on the client ID. Utilizing a subscription to this topic will 

enable the backend platform to keep the state of vehicles connection status and 

implement a check prior to sending messages to a topic when the vehicle is offline. 

Additionally, using persistent sessions and reducing the time to live (TTL) of the 

messages (default is one hour) will automatically drop all messages if the message 

expiry timestamp exceeds the time of disconnect.  

The latest MQTT specification adds multiple layers of functionality to its existing 

specification, enhancing the scalability and extensibility of the protocol. AWS IoT 

provides additional functionality that goes above and beyond a protocol specification 

and should be taken into account when evaluating MQTT brokers.  

Shared MQTT Broker for brought-in devices 

Extending the remote command design patterns to in-vehicle communication between 

brought-in devices is the next obvious step in extending the vehicle architecture. A 

brought-in device could be non-embedded devices such as tablets or mobile phones 

which the customer brings in and out of the vehicle. 
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As automotive vehicles evolve from a simple point-to-point transportation mechanism 

into a new living space for customers, the infotainment platforms are also evolving. 

Integrating navigation systems, cameras, rear-seat displays, and cooling/heating 

elements into a shared user interface and allowing those devices to communicate with 

each other is another use case for implementing AWS IoT Core and MQTT into the 

vehicle’s architecture. 

The vehicle, while in-use, could be subscribed to its delta shadow topic, with certain 

state attributes available to be modified via the device shadow. These attributes could 

range anywhere from the vehicles HVAC system, allowing the passenger to control 

temperature via their smart phone, to adding a destination address to the vehicle’s In-

Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) system. Allowing the passengers of the vehicle to 

communicate with the IVI and allowing the IVI to communicate with and control brought-

in devices or rear seat entertainment are areas where this could greatly improve the 

customer experience. 

 

Using AWS IoT Core to communicate between rear seat entertainment devices and the IVI 

The OEM companion app would provide functionality for a pairing process to occur to 

give access via multi-factor authentication to an external user to allow modifications to 

the vehicle’s shadow. This would allow a federated identity through Amazon Cognito to 

also have access to the specific command/control topics as defined by the vehicle. Long 

term authentication to the vehicle, such as family members, can be granted access 

through the OEM’s companion app, allowing the owner of the account to create sub 

accounts that have access to shared preference (and specific topics) for the vehicle. But 

for other fleets that will not have permanent owners, such as a ride sharing application, 

the vehicle could provide a short-lived Cognito token through their existing UI to allow 

the customer to interact with the IVI. 
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For example, if a ride sharing company had a platform that ran in the vehicle’s IVI, a 

secure token could be provided to the passenger via the companion application to 

enable (during an accepted ride) modifications to the climate control systems or rear-

seat entertainment via a payload to an AWS IoT Core topic, or the vehicle’s device 

shadow, depending on the specific use case. 

Not only would the vehicle allow for passengers in the vehicle to control and 

communicate with the vehicle during their ride, this use case could also allow for the 

driver to control the rear-seat entertainment via the same workflow. Allowing the driver 

to assist with or retain control over the rear seat devices allows for an enhanced safety 

experience for the driver. 

The workflow envisioned would be if the driver, for instance, wants to mute all rear-seat 

entertainment platforms, the driver would trigger a mechanism that would post a 

payload to an MQTT topic on AWS IoT Core that would be subscribed to by the 

vehicle’s companion application in the rear seat devices. These devices would be 

enabled with specific commands to engage with passengers to either play, pause, or 

modify the volume on the application. This design pattern keeps the infotainment 

command and control portion of the vehicle in the cloud and off the in-vehicle 

architecture. This allows for great extensibility of the in-vehicle experience, and the 

customer is not locked in long term to the built-in rear seat entertainment, allowing for 

flexibility for their customers for the lifetime of the vehicle. 

In-Vehicle MQTT Broker using AWS IoT 

Greengrass 

Utilizing IoT Core for message exchange between the vehicle and a companion 

application can also be extended to exchanging messages between in-vehicle sensors 

and AWS IoT Greengrass. AWS IoT Greengrass is an IoT open-source edge runtime 

and accompanying cloud service that could be used to implement automotive sensor 

processing via a secure message broker and cloud connectivity at the edge. Extending 

the same design patterns to the edge message management allows for extensibility and 

compatibility for future use cases. 

In the automotive space sensors, microcontrollers, and gateway devices communicate 

over a vehicle bus standard designed to allow having an isolated security context called 

the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. Limiting the devices that can read and write to 

a proprietary binding, allows OEMs to have a siloed vehicle safety security context to 

meet the automotive standards. The next generation designs for the software-defined 

https://aws.amazon.com/greengrass/
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architecture at the edge are pushing towards Automotive Ethernet to support a safer, 

more affordable, and higher-performing vehicle to share messages between the in-car 

ECUs. To create an efficient and effective communication platform with the thousands 

of in vehicle sensors, many automotive manufacturers are adopting an in-vehicle MQTT 

publish/subscribe mechanism. 

With AWS IoT Greengrass running on in-vehicle hardware, it can act as the 

orchestration layer between the cloud connectivity and the broker for exchanging 

messages between the sensors. Utilizing all this data provides a new strategy for 

OEMs; with real-time vehicle insights delivering a plethora of new use cases and 

services. For example, OEMs can monitor for potential sensor failures before a repair is 

needed, preventing costly warranty repairs, while optimizing the supply chain and 

improving the customer experience by minimizing visits to the service center.  

Earlier in the document, within the discussion around high frequency and low frequency 

data, a hybrid approach between Kinesis Data Streams and IoT Core was 

recommended. With Kinesis Data Streams and high-volume IoT data, the preferred 

option is to use AWS IoT Greengrass Stream Manager. Stream Manager processes all 

the data streams locally and pushes them to your Kinesis Data Stream for downstream 

processing. Stream Manager is offered as a public component for Greengrass, and is 

easily integrated into the connectivity process for embedded, in-vehicle systems. 

AWS IoT Greengrass can also optimize streamlined machine learning (ML), which 

improves over time via remote over-the-air (OTA) updates. Implementing Amazon 

SageMaker Edge Manager and Amazon SageMaker Neo models on AWS IoT 

Greengrass allows the OEM to build and train in the cloud and deploy these optimized 

ML models to the edge, allowing OEMs to do inference at the edge and opening up 

many more use cases and services for the customer. 

Future: Edge MQTT Broker for V2X  

As this whitepaper has discussed, implementing MQTT and AWS IoT Core is the 

recommended combination for many automotive use cases. The in-vehicle messaging 

protocol can also translate to messaging between external entities, normally defined as 

vehicle-to-x or V2X. As vehicles become more autonomous, they will need to interact 

with their surroundings to achieve safety for other vehicles, other drivers, and 

pedestrians and to interact with these other entities (as defined is X) and will require 

much lower latency than roundtrip traversal to the cloud can provide. These latest 

technologies will require 5G and edge compute to deliver sub 20ms latency for safety 

critical use cases, like “view around the corner” notification or pedestrian detection in a 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/greengrass/v2/developerguide/stream-manager-component.html
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/edge-manager/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/edge-manager/
https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/neo/
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crosswalk. The cost, latency, and compliance will require compute and storage for these 

technologies at the edge. 

AWS Wavelength is an AWS Infrastructure offering mobile edge compute to optimize 

latency at the edge. Wavelength Zones offer AWS Infrastructure in the communication 

service provider’s datacenters so application traffic can reach the compute services 

without leaving the operator’s network. This implementation enables the application to 

provide extremely low latency by avoiding the backhaul to the region infrastructure in a 

standard cloud architecture. Offered with the latest 5G networks, AWS Wavelength 

allows for the customer to take full advantage of the bandwidth benefits paired with low 

latency with compute at the edge. 

The combination of 5G, AWS Wavelength, and cellular-vehicle-to-x (C-V2X) provides 

much greater vehicular safety by identifying forward collision warnings, speed limit 

warnings, and active road work. The optimal protocol to exchange these messages is 

MQTT, via an edge broker running in AWS Wavelength. Keeping the same protocol 

between vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and V2X allows more extensibility in the vehicle 

platform, keeping costs down and simplifying the pipeline. The ability to subscribe to an 

emergency_vehicle topic or pedestrian topic in a specific geographical area, will 

allow for vehicles to publish messages to those topics, and messages are only 

consumed by subscribers that are relevant to the surrounding area. 

This geolocation-based message delivery is referred to as GeoCasting, and uses edge 

compute to identify the target geographic area. Implementing a message broker at the 

edge that allows for identifying and filtering messages would be an excellent use case 

for MQTT and V2X on AWS Wavelength. Most of these technologies are future leaning, 

but with support from AWS Infrastructure, they can be made into reality in the near 

future. From an extensibility and operational standpoint, having the same protocol used 

in many vehicle use cases simplifies the lifetime support of the vehicle architecture. 

Conclusion 

With AWS IoT Core and its supporting services, OEMs can begin to envision the next 

generation’s vehicle communication platform. This paper has discussed some best 

practices for ways that OEMs can implement some existing and future use cases, 

utilizing the technologies that AWS IoT implements. AWS IoT Core running as a 

platform service, automatically scaling to meet the demand, allows the OEMs to focus 

on their value add, rather than undifferentiated heavy lifting of infrastructure 

management. In addition to a serverless construct, this paper discussed the MQTT 

specification and how to best apply it to a vehicle architecture by using QoS levels to 

https://aws.amazon.com/wavelength/
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match the use cases as necessary. With the publish/subscribe design pattern, the ability 

to easily exchange commands with the vehicle and ingest telemetry data allows for a 

platform that can be extended to use cases both in and out of the vehicle. 

Working alongside AWS IoT Core, there are several additional IoT specific services that 

provide added value for the OEM to manage ongoing operational objectives with their 

vehicles. IoT Jobs provides integrated OTA support, IoT Device Defender device 

security and certificate management, and Fleet Hub allow the OEM to manage all 

vehicles seamlessly through the console, AWS provides a comprehensive set of tools 

and services for the automotive industry. In addition to those tools and services, the true 

value adds for OEMs are the downstream services that seamlessly connect with AWS 

IoT Core, such as DynamoDB, Amazon Kinesis Data Streams, and Amazon S3. 

As this paper has demonstrated, using AWS IoT Core for some (or all) of the vehicle-to 

-cloud communication framework would provide the OEM with a secure, extensible, and 

reliable platform that can support the use cases customers are demanding in today’s 

vehicles. 
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